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Introduction

Biomimicry

•All of life and design consists of systems.

•The systems explorer is a simple graphical
tool.
•Place the system of interest in the center
•Enter sub-systems in the smaller box
(modularity).
•Enter the system environment(s) in the
larger box (hierarchy).
•Enter adjacent systems
•At similar levels - on left and right
•(adjacency, network)

A set of elements coupled together
•Strongly linked to each other
Each system has a boundary
•Connected with weak links to:
*Other systems
*The environment

•We are composed of systems and
contained in systems (hierarchies).
•Use the systems explorer to:
•explore the systems in your situation,
•Map strategies
•To enhance and connect
•Across system levels
•Between participants.

What Is A System?

Figure #2

Observations from
Teaching Systems
•Alternate description methods can increase
understanding
•Students appreciate simple methods
•Basic system properties provide insights
•Hierarchy
•Adjacency
•Consider three part system descriptions:
•Text
•Visual
•Relational
•Student selection of project can aid
comprehension
•Consider teaching system as networks
•Emergence
•Social networks
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Note the following properties in the diagram:
•Hierarchy (nestedness)
•Modularity (sub-systems)
•Adjacency (parallel system, network,
emergence)
•How would you illustrate feedback on the
diagram?
•Moving from static to dynamic view
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Mashup - Fuller and McNamara
Biomimicry Methods
Bridge from Systems In Nature
to Design and Organization
•Structure
•Skeleton
•Network
•Behavior
•Archetypes (Meadows)
•Process
•Sequence in time
•Stage requirements
•Function
•Verb-noun pair
•In context of other system
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After Meadows (Thinking In Systems)

Systems Thinking
Innovation Tools and Techniques
Biomimicry for Designers
Creative Leadership
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